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Abstract

The status of women in the Islamdom is a source of frequent criticism. Some Western critics charge that Islam has misogynist tendencies that are often teaches and promoted the inferiority of women in Muslim societies. As a result the debate over female leadership in Islam is a become splinter of the debate on Islam's views of women in general. The role of Women in Islam, as a political leader is considered a taboo, even sometimes get fierce opposition from a group of people, who interpret the word of God in a veil of monopolistic desires. However, there were numerous women in Islamic history that is capable of being head of state. In the various Arab speaking notes, women have been known as the head of state. In the Sultanate of Delbi, there was Razia Sultan, in Egypt there was Shajarat ad Durr; during Ottoman period, there was Mihrimah Sultan and coincidently, all of them were Turkic origin. The study examines the reason why those women can become leaders within Islamdom. The conclusion, secularism of Islamdom which orchestrated by Turkic Mercenaries, when the institution of Abbasid Caliphate and Sultanate was separated, makes the women are eligible to become sultanah, which consistent with women's independent nature in Turkic society.

[Status perempuan di dunia Islam merupakan masalah yang kerapkali diperdebatkan. Beberapa kritikus Barat menuduh bahwa Islam memiliki kecenderungan misoginis yang sering mengajarkan rendahnya posisi perempuan dalam masyarakat Muslim. Akibatnya perdebatan kepemimpinan perempuan]
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**Introduction**

All this time, political leadership of women in Islam is still a controversial issue, it also causing the pros and cons. Normatively the majority of scholars, both Sunni and Shia, in general refuse women’s political leadership. For Sunni clerics, the main requirement to be a Caliph or head of state in addition to being wise, he or she should have the capability and moral integrity, of Quraish descent, and should be male. Similarly, the scholars Shi’a must require men and descendants of *Ahlul Bait* (Offspring of the Prophet’s daughter Fatima and Ali ibn Abi Talib) to occupy Imam’s office or the Head of State. On the one hand, there is a presumption that the activity which is best thing to do by women, is to stay home, take care of her husband and children, cooking, cleaning,

---
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washing and other activities are included in the domestic realm.²

Conservative argument among Islamic Scholars, argues that in political practice, Islam does not recognize political equality between men and women. Scholars who support the idea like this, for example, Imam al-Ghazali stating that a women can not be placed as an imam (head of state). He said how could a woman exercising as a sovereign while she does not have the right to decide major cases as a judge in the justice court and were not able to give legal testimony in the court. There are also suggestions that there is a part to specific policy areas that can be entered women and there are certain areas that should never be touched by women. According to the group, they prioritizing women’s role as wives and mothers. In addition, women are too often viewed as more emotional less than men, who much more rational in their calculations.³ Besides that, Al-Zamakhsari in Tafsir al-Kasyaf revealed the superiority of men over women is because they has a firmness, determination, physical strength, and women was generally perceived as weak.⁴

The Qur’an itself has passage that are generally cited to support the belief that women are inferior than man and not eligible for political office. Verse 34 of Surah an-Nisa says: “Man are in authority (Qawwamun) over Women, because Allah has preffered (Faddala) one of them to excel the others and because they support them for their means”.⁵ Meanwhile, the only hadith relating to female political leadership is Sahih Bukhari 5:59:709, in which Prophet Muhammad PBUH is recorded as saying that people with a female ruler will never be succesfull.⁶

Abbas Mahmud al Aqqad make the verse and hadith as an affirmation that there is a fundamental difference between male and female, which he described as a natural disposition principle and the principle of social responsibility. Therefore, the right of leadership comes from natural ability which possessed by man. In addition, some classical Islamic jurists such as Ibn Hazm, Abu Ya’la al Farra and Al Mawardi insists that the state affairs should not be managed by a woman. The reason, the duties and responsibilities of a leader is very heavy, because the main function of the leader were to defend the religion, lead a congregation in salat (prayer) and to exercise independent legal reasoning (ijtihad).

However, although Islamic Scholars always give on issues pertaining to the Islamic law, there is always an exception if we don’t want to assume it as Faux Pas, when there were several women in Islamdom who installed as a Sultan. Most Notably, the illustrious thirteenth century Mamluk Queens, Razia Sultana of Delhi and Shajaratul-Durr of Egypt. Razia’s ancestors were Turkic Mercenaries from Ibari Clan, a branch of Turkic Kypchak Tribe whose domain was situated in modern day Western Kazakhstan and lower run of the Volga river, as well as Shajaratul-Durr, she was regarded by Muslim historians and chroniclers of the Mamluk time as being of Turkic origin. The Mightiest Turkic Empire, Ottoman also showed the similiar pattern, when sovereign power were allocated among the female members of the imperial family during the period which called as The Woman Sultanate.

Based on the explanation above, it appears that despite the majority of Islamic scholars barred women from the office of the Head of State, some women sucessfully break through the barrier wall and become a

---

sovereign in their respective country.

**Genesis of Turkic People**

Turkic or Turks are Pastoralist Tribes who controlled exclusively Eurasian Steppes Belt that extended from the Chinese frontier to the black sea. The wave of those nomadic horsemen have often charged out of Asia through the low passes of Altai Mountain into Dnieper River in Eastern Europe. For more than one millennium, the Turkic Nomads always confronted the largest agricultural society in the world, like China and Persia without being easily subdued by it.\(^{11}\)

The origin of the Turkic people is not yet settled. But, the Turkic which likely an Altaic provenance and still related with another nomadic tribes like the Pastoralist Mongolian Tribes who also inhabited the centre and southeastern part of Central Asian Steppes and Tungus who lived in the Eastern Part of Central Asia, isolated by Khigan Mountain and for a long period, engaging in hunting, fishing, and reindeer breeding in Manchurian Grassland.\(^{12}\)

In 546, the scion of the famed Turkic Ashina Clan, hailed for their mastery in Blacksmithing, Ashina Tumen defeated the rebellion of Tiele Turkic Confederation against Mongolian Rouran Khaganate in Dzungaria (Present day Xinjiang, China). He asked to be allowed to marry a Rouran Princess from Yujiulu Clan in return. But the request was refused by Yujiulu Anagui, the Khagan\(^{13}\) of Rouran Khaganate. So, in 552, Tumen rebelled and overthrew Yujiulu Clan, ending the Mongolian dominance over the Turkic people. Ashina Tumen proclaimed himself


\(^{13}\) Khan or Khagan (Great Khan) is an originally Altaic and subsequently Central Asian title for a sovereign or military ruler, widely used by medieval nomadic Turco-Mongol Tribes living to the north of China. Rouran Khaganate of Mongolian origin were the first nomadic empire who used the title Khan and Khagan for their Emperors and it was subsequently adopted by GökTürk Khaganate of Turkic origin.
as Bumin Khagan and established the Göktürk Khaganate (Celestial Turkic Empire), the first Turkic State in Eurasian Steppes, encompassing of Rouran domains in Mongolian Plain and Manchurian Grassland and extending them toward the western and southwestern part of Altai Mountain which inhabited mostly by Iranian speaking people.\textsuperscript{14}

The vast Göktürk realm had splintered into Eastern Göktürk Khaganate and Western Göktürk Khaganate over the right of succession, both still ruled by the members of Ashina Clan.\textsuperscript{15} Eastern Göktürk Khaganate based in Mongolian Plain, Manchurian Grassland and Present day Xinjiang, meanwhile Western Göktürk Khaganate based in present day area of Kazakstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan. The enmities between both branches of Göktürk weakened them and they were unable to resist the Chinese Tang Dynasty. The Khagan of Eastern Göktürk Khaganate, Ashina Duobi also known as Illig Khagan was captured by General Li Jing from Tang Dynasty. Tang General, Su Dingfang also marches to Western Göktürk Khaganate and captured Ashina Helu also known as Ishbara Khagan after ambushes approximately 100,000 Göktürk cavalry at Irtysh River, Northwestern China.\textsuperscript{16}

The breakup of Western Göktürk Khaganate led to a number of polities forming in its wake, such as Pecheneg who pledge to fend off Byzantine Empire and Oghuz, the Turkic Confederation from which the founders of the Selçuk Sultanates and Ottoman Empire sprang.\textsuperscript{17} The most powerful remnant of Western Göktürk Khaganate turned out to be Khazar Khanate, which emerged in seventh century and was still ruled

\textsuperscript{17} Selcuk Aksin Somel, \textit{The A to Z of the Ottoman Empire} (Maryland: Scarecrow Press, 2010), p. 217.
by House of Ashina. Khazar Khanate came into play and important part in the Triangular Rivalries between Byzantine Empire, Kievan Rus (the nucleus of modern Russian state) and especially the newly emerging Islamic caliphate.\(^{18}\)

**Turkic Encounter with Caliphate**

During the 7th and 8th century, Khazar Khanate fought a series of war against the Rashidun Caliphate which was attempting simultaneously to expand its influence into Transoxiana and Caucasus. The First War was broke out in the early 650 and ended with the defeat of the Umayyad force led by Abdurrahman Ibn Rabiah outside the Khazar capital of Balanjar after a battle in which both sides used siege engines on the other troops.\(^{19}\)

The Second Arab-Khazar War happened during the period of Umayyad Caliphate. Umayyad Caliphate continue efforts to get through into the north Caucasus. Throughout the latter half of the 7th century and the beginning of the 8th century AD, the Umayyad and Khazar forces clashed across the Caucasus region. Khazars under the leaders of Barjik Beg got a decisive victory against Umayyad Army at the battle of Ardabil in present day Azerbaijan. One of the major casualties in this battle is General Abu Jarrah al-Hakami, and Barjik Beg continued his marches to Mosul, Iraq. But then the Umayyad army led by Maslama ibn Abdul Malik calling for retaliation for the Khazar’s hostility in Ardabil, he finally managed to annihilate Khazar army and slain Barjik Beg.\(^{20}\)

Umayyad Army led by Marwan ibn Muhammad launched another major offensive in 737, crossed the Caucasus and reached the capital city of Samandar, the Khazar retreat and forced to move their capital

---


northward to Atil in the valley of the Volga River, however Marwan still pushed on toward Atil, a spectacular deep penetration. After Khan of Khazar raised a white flag and sued for peace, he never attempted to challenge Islamic supremacy anymore.\textsuperscript{21}

In 680, Ashina Kutlugh, the member of Ashina Clan returned from Northern China to Orkhon Valley in Mongolia where he raised a new army, established Second Göktürk Khaganate and proclaimed himself as Ilterish Khagan. In 691, Ilterish Khagan died and was succeeding by his younger brother, Ashina Mochuo who assumed the title ‘Kapaghan Khagan’. Second Göktürk Khaganate intends to expand the territory to Samarkand, threatening the Umayyad territory. In 712-713, a series of clashes happened between the forces of the Umayyad and Göktürks hordes. Under the leadership of Qutaiba bin Muslim, Umayyad army defeated Göktürks army whose led by Kapaghan Khagan and his nephew, Ashina Mojilian.\textsuperscript{22} Göktürk Khaganate finally ceased to exist and their territory was absorbed by Uyghur Khaganate.\textsuperscript{23}

The Turgesh Tribe led by their Chieftain, Suluk Khan attained to the hegemony of Turkic Tribe who formerly belongs to Western Göktürk Khaganate and having established themselves as an independent power.\textsuperscript{24} Throughout the 720’s, the Umayyad forces repeatedly defeated by Turgesh forces. Only in 732, Turgesh forces can be defeated and driven out from Samarkand and Bukhara. At 737, Suluk Khan along with its allies launched an offensive to Jowzjan (Afghanistan), but was defeated in Battle of Kharistan by Umayyad Governor, Asad ibn Abdullah al-Qasri. Therefore, on his return to his own capital, Balasagun (in modern day


\textsuperscript{24} Alfred Felix Landon Beeston, Arabic Literature to the End of the Umayyad Period (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), p. 159.
northern Kyrgyzstan), Suluk Khan was assassinated by his rival, Kül-chor and Turgesh Tribe broke up into the contending faction.\textsuperscript{25}

When Abbasid Caliphate as the successor state of Umayyad Caliphate’s grip on the Central Asian weakenend, Chinese Tang Dynasty attempted to reassert its control over western part of Central Asia. This move eventually led to the first and only major military encounter between Tang Dynasty and Abbasid Caliphate in Central Asia. The Chinese entered the upper Syr Darya valley but were heavily defeated by the Abbasid force lead by Ziyad bin Salih at the battle of Talas. This victory effectively attempts put an end to Chinese attempt to expand its rule in Central Asia and was soon followed by final submission of Turkic Tribes to Abbasid, in that area.\textsuperscript{26}

**Women in Turkic Society**

The status of women in Turkic societies, have often stressed as a fact that women enjoyed more authority, freedom and respect in the context of steppes societies rather than sedentary women in urban societies. This view refers usually to the relatively few classical Turkic text that have come down to us and deal mainly with queens, heroines and wise matriarch. The female character is one of the renowned classical text on Turkic Tribal Society, *The Book of Dede Korkut*, an epic reflecting the oral tradition of Turkic Oghuz Confederation, have frequently served to underline the point that tribal women were almost their men’s equals. This set of epic tales does in fact praise female warriors and courageous mother and wives, clever daughter of Turkic chieftain and brides steadfast in their love.\textsuperscript{27}
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The Turkic Kyrgyz epic, Manas, also become a good example of classical Turkic text who portrayed women as heroic and militant as the men. In this epic, its Ak Sakal, the wife of Joloy, the notorious warrior from Turkic Nogai Tribe, who repeatedly save him from his enemies and in the early chapter, she is the heroine more than Joloy is the Hero. In fact, it was woman in Turkic societies, working from the domestic sphere that produce all the value added product of the nomad herds like diary products, carpets and textiles. Since women were good and reliable workmates in the difficult nomadic routines, its guaranteed their prominent position within the family and clan. This vital economic function in Turkic societies was undoubtedly conducive to a high status for Turkic woman of the Central Asian Steppes.

The report of Ahmad ibn Fadlan, a tenth-century traveler, famous for his account of his voyage in the present day area of Central Asian Russia, also proves the independency of Turkic women. In Turkmen Tribes of Turkic Oghuz Branch near the frontier of Turco-Persian Khwarezm Empire, and Turkic Yakut Tribe in Siberian Forest, according to ibn Fadlan, after a girl growing up, they’re not seeing themselves as extension of their father anymore and the daughter then has complete freedom in choosing her own future-husband. The other famous traveler, Ibn Batuta also described: “the Turkic women in Golden Horde Khanate, regardless of their social strata were not restricted to leave the Yurt (Portable Tent in Turkic Tribe) without her husband and did not wear veils (wa biya badiyat al wajib) to cover her head or facial appearance.”

Turkish scholar like Ziya Gökalp also claimed that, Turkic societies in Central Asia were both patrilineal and matrilineal, there was gender

---

equality and there was no male centered state ideology in any Turkic tribes or clans.\(^{32}\) We can saw the example in terms of gender relations, when Göktürk Khaganate as a First Turkic Empire in Central Asian Steppes, respecting feminine values and recognizing matriline. But at the same time, they also adopted patrilineal succession tradition and therefore masculine values became dominant among them.\(^{33}\) Although in Göktürk Khaganate, all known the Khagan seat holders have been male, their patrilineal descent come from the unbreakable lineage of matrilineal ancestor which is said to have been a supernatural being in the form of she-wolf named Asena. Only the descendant of Asena which had a right to rule over the Göktürks.\(^{34}\)

The historical information about women’s condition in their Turkic urheimat, make everything is illuminated, because the ruler in Islamdom who has a Turkic Ancestry, were born in the environment which so favourable toward female. It might seem quite natural when in the future, their descendant put a woman in the throne of Sultanate, broke the longstanding old custom in sedentary civilization, especially in Arabophonic or Iranophonic areas where only males could inherit the throne.

**Turkic Warlords in Abbasid**

During the Abbasid Rule, especially when Al-Mu’tasim become a caliph, he began to recruit and utilized Turkic mercenaries in their armies.\(^{35}\) These nomadic warriors become a major force to be reckoned with in Abbasid Politics. The rise of Turkic mercenaries as major power brokers within the Abbasid command make the capital city of Baghdad
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become a Turkic predominantly city.\(^{36}\)

Al-Mu’tasim choses Turkic Mercenaries for pragmatic reason: they were skilfull and hardy cavalrymen able to withstand enormous privation, they also didn’t have any commitment or loyalties to other Muslim communities or another faction which could interfere with their obedience to caliph. Beside that, Al-Mu’tasim himself is Half-Turkic from his maternal side\(^ {37}\) Turkic Mercenaries were able in the slave market of Transoxiana.\(^ {38}\) Most had been captured during the raids which were parts and parcels of life in the Central Asian Steppes but which seemed to have intensified during this era as a result of a skyrocketing population in these high treeless land.\(^ {39}\)

While the Turkic Mercenaries were undoubtedly military effective, this creation of a majority Turkic army of non-Muslim origin had all kinds including the transfer of capital from Baghdad to Samarra where the court and the Turkic Mercenaries could reside together with caliph. Soon after Al-Mu’tasim began recruiting Turkic mercenaries, it become obvious that the arrival of large numbers of rowdy cavalry man in Baghdad was a recipe for disaster. The Persian Regular Army whom they replaced resented toward them and the common people in Baghdad quickly reacted against their often drunken forays through the city, used to ride their steeds through the street, knocking down men and women, and trampling children unfoot.

In the new capital, Samarra, since Al-Mutawakkil become a caliph, marked a substantial increase in the power of Turkic Mercenaries. Turkic Mercenaries are often involved in the seizure of power through orchestrated a conspiracy with the ambitious prince who want to become
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caliph. Turkic mercenaries, appointed, deposed, and murdered caliph in the rapid succession as they pleased. For the Turkic Mercenaries, the desire to obtain more power was their main motivation and they were devoid of any sort of ideas, principles, values or ideals alongside the corollary that human life counted for nothing.\textsuperscript{40}

Caliph Al-Mutawakkil was murdered because of conspiracy between Turkic Mercenaries with Al-Muntasir. This occurs because Al-Muntasir disappointment since Al-Mutawakkil instead of choosing Al-Muntasir, he decide to appoint al-Mu’tazz as heir presumptive, whereas according to the Law of Succession, Al-Muntasir were the one who deserves to be the successor.\textsuperscript{41}

On the success of the conspiracy, Al-Muntasir (247-248 H./862 - 863 AD) ascended the throne of the caliph, succeeded his father, Caliph al-Mutawakkil. But he did not long enjoy the dignity of which he had so iniquitously posessed himself, his death by poisoning was a result of intrigue and conspiracy which orchestrated by Turkic Mercenaries with the help from his personal physician, Ibn Thoifur. Likewise, Al-Musta’in replaces the Al-Muntasir as a caliph. After \textit{ascended the throne}, Al-Musta’in watched as his reign slowly sank into obscurity. In addition, he is generally portrayed as an incapable and frivolous ruler. Therefore, it is very easy for Turkic mercenaries to revoke his mandate as a ruler, Al-Musta’in was deposed from his throne and forced to flee abroad, and later assassinated by Turkic agents.\textsuperscript{42}

Caliph Al-Mu’taz (252-255 H./866 - 868 AD), son of Al-Mutawakkil replace his brother, al-Musta’in. This succession of leadership was not able to restore the authority and dignity of the Abbasid Caliphate. The


\textsuperscript{41} Muhammad Al-Khudari, \textit{Mudakhirah fi Tarikh al-Umam al-Islamiyah} (Beirut: Darul Qalam, 1986), p. 469-470.
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Caliph’s power was still limited, in favor of a sizable Turkic Mercenaries who added their own constant manipulations and bickering and authority eroded from the government’s center. Then fate of Caliph al-Mu’taz was peculiarly hard, emplaced by the Turkic mercenaries, failed to pay his army and was murdered by a clique of Turkic Mercenaries. The homicide of al-Mu’taz can be regarded as a draconian one. A group of Turkic Mercenaries led by Bayakbak and Musa ibn Bugha came into his private room and they beat him badly, stabs him in the ribs with they spear, he was then stripped of all his luxurious garments and valuables, and finally, the mutineers ordered that Al-Mu’taz’s limbs were to be stretched out and tied to stakes lying flat on desert sand, so he passed away after feel the intensity of the sun and summer heat.

After the bloody uprising in Samarra, the caliph was more like a revered embodiment of divine harmony than the head of an actual governing administration. Since Revolt in Samarra, it has always been easy for ambitious Turkic warlords to hold actual power. The resulting internal fragmentation eroded the initial Abbasid Dynasty structure and caused fundamental and lasting changes. Because of the inertia and constant internal conflicts, the Abbasid Caliph were unable to stabilize caliphate’s external borders of the early Abbasid rulers and resulted from a huge wave of separatist movement in North Africa, Syria and Iraq. Another factor contributing to disunity was overextension of Abbasid territories, stretch thousands of miles from east to west and home to millions of people of different ethnicities and languages was exceptionally difficult to govern.

Secularization of Islamdom

As a result of havoc in Samarra, the once powerful Abbasid

---

Caliphate began to decline and with the breakdown of Abbasid, the separation of state and religious elite and institution become more marked. The caliphate, lost the meaning of its original political legitimation which dated to the revolutionary era against Umayyad through years of obscurity, could claim only a vague and shadowy credibility with the public when Abbasid Caliph become religious leader only. The control of Islamdom was divided among Abbasid military clique of Turkic origin. The successor state of Abbasid Caliphate were secular regime.\textsuperscript{45}

The secular nature of the numerous petty state who created by the governors of Turkic mercenaries origin after the deterioration of Abbasid Central Government was very natural because while Abbasid Caliph remained the chief representative of Islamic religious authority, the real military and political power of the states was in the hands of several Commander of Turkic Mercenaries who assumed the title of ‘Sultan’ (Holder of Power) and the division of temporal rule from religious authority was complete. The Sultan conducted the daily affairs of government and the caliph, although retained its responsibility for and supervision of the Islamic community religious activities, having very little say in state affairs and being secluded in his palace. Caliphate and sultanate were now and henceforth two separate organizations.\textsuperscript{46}

Actually, the title of sultan itself was given to prominent military commanders during the reign of Caliph Al-Wathiq. He bestowed upon his closest enforcer, Abu Jafar Ashinas, the last surviving member of Ashina Clan, the Imperial House of former Göktürk Khaganate, with the title of sultan. It’s the first time in which caliphate politics and military authority was delegated to the military officer.\textsuperscript{47} Therefore the title itself developed into a rare type of de facto hereditary head of semi-autonomous state

within the framework of caliphate when authority in each part of the caliphate itself was divided up among the Commander of Turkic Mercenaries who had been following in Abu Jafar Ashinas footsteps and styled themselves with the same title like him, sultan. Various territories ruled by a sultanate which have become widely known as sultanate, most notably the Ghaznawid Sultanate, Delhi Sultanate, Great Selçuk Sultanate, and Mamluk Sultanate of Egypt.

We can compare, the institution of sultanate and its relation with caliphate similar with what happened in Japan before Meiji restoration. The Emperor of Japan was historically the spiritual leader and the most respected individual in Japan. Just like Abbasid Caliph were descendants of the prophet’s youngest paternal uncle, Abbas ibn Abdul Muthalib and seen by its supporters as the natural inheritor (rather than previous dynasty, Umayyad that their blood to the prophet was less close) of the Prophet Muhammad PBUH, with similar essence the Emperor of Japan are direct descendant of Yamato clan who is deity incarnated, that unified Japan during Ancient times and it makes his position sacrosanct. Therefore, the emperor was controlled by Shogun military elite, a succession of powerful families who exercised absolute secular power. The role of emperor was little more than a sacred symbol to legitimize the rule of the Shoguns.

Anyway, if we talk about woman’s participation in political affairs during the classical era of Islamic history, compared to the post-Samarran Interlude political structure of dual leadership between caliph and
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the sultans, the previous system when the caliph still more power in controlling and asserting their rights, the chance for women to become a sovereign was eclipsed either by male domination in religious office or a longstanding tradition that allows no woman to fill the position.

We need to remember, soon after Prophet Muhammad PBUH passed away, Abu Bakar was chosen to become caliph (means: successor, representative, or deputy) by the elderly companions at Sagifah Bani Sā’īdah not only because he was Prophet Muhammad’s father in law and an early convert to Islam, but Prophet Muhammad PBUH itself asked Abu Bakar to take charge of leading congregational prayer as He lays on His deathbed.53

Leading a congregation in prayer as one of the requirements and qualifications to become caliph because caliph has a function a chief who led collectivity, and precedents set by Prophet Muhamamd PBUH including delivering Friday sermon just before performing congregational prayer. Prophet Muhammad PBUH introduced himself as a khatib for the city of Madinah in 630 AD.54 The Right Guided Caliph and the Umayyad Caliph all presented sermon, because their role as khatib’s role was closely associated with symbolic position as the representative of prophet and his successor in a religio political sense. Sometimes, when caliph become a khatib, he addressed pragmatic questions of government and sometimes even included direct decrees which got even a ritual legitimacy since the mimbar and prayer niche was located in the most sanctified area of the mosque regarded by some as the sourse of special blessing.55

Meanwhile, if among the caliph duties is to lead a congregational prayer and deliver sermon during Friday Prayer, the main problem is, woman is exempt from Friday Prayer during menstruation and as she
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can not therefore fulfil this duty once every month, she can not be the caliph.\(^{56}\) In the case of congregational prayer, The various Islamic school of Jurisprudence like Shafi’i, Hambali and Hanafi only allow woman to lead as imams in single sex congregation and not mixed-sex. The principle that woman should be located at the back of the congregation and not in the front row also supported rule that woman can not lead a man in the prayer. It possibly related to the preference for concealment of women from the male gaze was a concern with woman sexual allure, as the Shafi’i authority, Al-Mawardi said: “a woman is *Awra* and her acting as *imam* would be seductive (*fi imamatiba ittitan biha*)”. Muhammad al-Sharakhsi, Islamic scholar of Hanafi School also argues that since *salat* is an intimate dialogue with God (*munajat*), is not appropriate that it be sullied with any element of sexual desire which ordinarily accompanies adjacency to a woman. This verdict automatically made her not eligible to be an *imam* or in broader sense, a caliph.\(^{57}\)

The same phenomenon also happened not only in Muslim world but also in the Latin Christendom, where Holy Roman Emperor as the bulwark of the whole Christian lands, he was not only rules as a secular lord, but also exercises supreme authority in ecclesiastic matters, personifying the union of throne and altar. As a result, a woman can not bear a title of Holy Roman Empress but only in her capacity as a wife, and thus *ipso facto* an emperors consort. Even though no explicit article in Imperial Law prohibited woman’s coronation as a Holy Roman Emperor, a woman could hardly ever entertain any such hope.\(^{58}\)

However, when the period of military expansion of Abbasid political power reached its peak, it also marked the influx of foreign ideas from peripheral areas like Persia, China, India and in this case, Central


Asian Steppes to Islamdom. The Muslim world faces the numerous challenges on various fronts especially, the challenge of describing its coalesce with new culture who injected into Muslim weltanschaung while empowering its own core structure in the face of brand new ideas. So, the flexibility that human endeavours generates and affords and the difference with Islamic Jurisprudence that it yields the ability of Islam to answer and deal with such challenges.

By the end of ninth century, after Samarran interlude and various sultanate tried to represented a reorganization of Muslims institution and become the legitimate political power, it was the sultans, not caliph anymore, who protected Islamdom from its foes, appointed the Governors and state apparatus and also implemented the effective legal system. Following their own nomadic custom and lifestyle, the woman from Turkic Tribes enjoyed more freedom rather than their sisters in more advanced civilization like China and Persia, they also played an important political role, often acting as custodian of sovereign when their child still in minor and cannot directly rule as Khan or Khagan after their fathers passed away. This unique feature where female members of the Sultanate take an active part in political affairs which influenced by Turkic culture will be followed not only in Turkic Sultanates like Delhi, Mamluk and Ottoman but also in non Turkic Sultanate at the future like Aceh and Yogyakarta.

Since caliph had been stripped off from its secular authority and the Sultans exercising secular power in his name, they are not obliged to perform some religious duties like being an imam in communal prayer and delivering a sermon before Friday prayer, these function having been transfered to imam and khatib whose hired by the sultan itself. So, automatically a woman was not prohibited anymore from elected as a head of state, in this case, a sultan (or in the feminine form: sultanah). With the Islamic civilization reached its zenith and developed into cosmopolitan, the introduction of Turkic element from Central Asian Steppes into
Islam was inevitable, and the later infusion of new way of thinking from Hellenic, Persian and Far Eastern elements, makes the classic situation where the women’s world was detached from Islamic political history and women’s voice bore no authority therein, was slowly but surely combated.

**The Emergence of Sultanah**

In this way, since the institution of sultanate spread all over the Islamdom and started their own rule, there are a large number of woman who eligible to to be a sultan. *First*, Razia Sultan of Delhi. Daughter of Sultan Iltutmish from Turkic Kypchak Tribe\(^{59}\), she was the first female ruler of South Asia. She was a great administrator in government affairs and also an excellent fighter. Whenever Iltutmish had to leave Delhi, he used to leave Razia in charge of the Sultanate affairs. As the rest issues of Iltutmish were incompetent to govern, she was nominated as new sultan. Through her reign was short but eventful and witnessed the beginning of intensive penetration of Turkic culture from Central Asia into Subcontinent India.\(^{60}\)

*Second*, Shajarat al Durr of Cairo. She was the Turkic wife of Sultan Salih al Ayyubi, the penultimate ruler of Egyptian Ayyubid Sultanate. When his husband died fighting King Louis IX of France in the Seventh Crusade, a succession crisis arose. By the time the war ended, Crown Prince Turansyah had arrived in Egypt from Syria, but he showed little gratitude and insulted the Turkic Army and he also proved incapable of leading the troops. Turansyah was soon assassinated by Baybar Bunduqdar and the Turkic army under his command, and then they hailed Shajarat al Durr, to whom they were devoted as a Sultanah of Egypt. Moreover, The Turkic army asked Shajarat al Durr to take one of them, as a husband and co-ruler. She agreed and married Turkic General, Izzudin Aybak.

---

\(^{59}\) Kypchak Tribe is a Turkic Tribe who become an ancestor of modern Kazakhstan Peoples.

This marriage between Shajarat al Durr and Izzudin Aybak marks the beginning of Mamluk Sultanate rule in Egypt. Her reign is unique in the annals of Muslim history, because her name struck on coins, another prerogative of Kingship.61

*Third*, we can find the example in Ottoman Empire. Although may have been the most prominence Islamic Turkic Empire, but for a time woman commanded the great influence in the machinations of the empire and some women within imperial family assumed and wielded considerable political clout, the most notable of whom was Mihrimah Sultan62, the daughter of Süleiman the Magnificent from his Polish concubine, Alexandra Lisowska.63 Raison d’etre behind the new matriachate architecture within Ottoman Empire is because the title of ‘sultan’ carried by both male and female members of Ottoman dynasty.64 Since Anatolian Turkish language as an official language in Ottoman Empire, does not have grammatical gender, human nouns and pronouns usually do not indicate whether the person referred to the title ‘sultan’ is female or male.65

So, meanwhile the ruler of Ottoman Empire using quintuple title system, emperor-caliph-padishah-khan-sultan, symbolized Ottoman quintuple heritage: Constantinople-Islamic Religion, Persian Culture, Turkic Ancestry, Secular Overlordship66, the female members of Imperial

---


family also used the title of sultan, and automatically made them didn’t have to ascended the throne to legally involved themselves in court politics or influence events inside the empire, even they are not allowed to be elected as a caliph according to Islamic Law of Jurisprudence.

That’s why, no wonder Aceh Sultanate as the vassal state of Ottoman Empire following the same pattern like its suzerain. Throughout the pre-colonial history of Aceh, woman had high social status in both public and private spaces. The first woman to lead Aceh was Sultanah Tajul Alam Syah, Daughter of Sultan Iskandar Muda. After her, there are three female leaders ruled Aceh: Sri Sultanah Nurul Alam Nakiyatt, Sultanah Inayah Syah and Sultanah Kalamat Syah.

Similar experience also happened during modern time, when Sri Sultan Hamengkubuwono X of Yogyakarta and his Queen Consort, Gusti Hemas failed to produce a male heir, so Hamengkubuwono named his eldest daughter GKR Mangkubumi (previously known as GKR Pembayun) as his heir apparent. To ensure that his possessions could be inherited by a daughter, Hamengkubuwono led to a promulgation of Sabda Raja, a proclamation to removed the Islamic designation Sayidin Khalifatullah Panatagama (Cleric and Representative of God who Safeguards the Religion), which had never been held by a woman. Because, like the previous example in Middle East, Subcontinent India, Asia Minor, and Aceh; Islamic Law precluded caliphate inheritance by women, and it makes women are only eligible to be a sultanah.

Conclusion

In Sum, Razia Sultan, Shajarat al-Dur, Mihrimah and the other sultanah in entire Islamdom showed that women’s abilities in politics

---

67 Vladimir Braginsky, *The Turkic-Turkish Theme in Traditional Malay Literature: Imagining the Other to Empower the Self* (Leiden: EJ Brill, 2015), p. 46.
are no weaker than men’s. However, its only possible to realized because the creation of secular institute in the form of sultanate, make for the first time ever the longstanding tradition of male dominated in political affairs during caliphate era has fallen. The creation of sultanate institute itself was the magnanimous legacy of Turkic Mercenaries who come to Abbasid Caliphate and still preserved their traditional customs in Central Asian Steppes and continued to accord an elevated status to women in their society. Like the old times when Turkic women in Eurasian plain never isolated in domestic sphere, the Turkic woman in Islamdom were also able to be a head of state, and later its followed by other woman in Islamdom who become a sultanah via the sultanate institute.
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